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Abstract. In this short paper, we introduce the on-going improvements of
CABRI Web Services. These are meant to make programmatic access to information on microbial resources much simpler and more effective, by also enabling a real interoperability with some of the most used bioinformatics databases. Such improvements mainly consist in an extension of the returned information, the adoption of the Microbial Common Language (MCL) for data exchange, and of the implementation of REST standard along with the already
available SOAP standard.
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Introduction

Information provided by Biological Resource Centers (BRCs) is of increasing interest for researchers. Such information consists in catalogues of well conserved and
characterized micro-organisms that can be requested from BRCs. These catalogues
are made available through BRC web sites, but some portals enables an integrated
access to many catalogues, e.g. the Common Access to Biological Resources and
Information (CABRI) [1] (http://www.cabri.org/) and the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms (GCM) [2] (http://gcm.wfcc.info/). CABRI network services offer access
to 28 catalogues from European BRCs, including more than 120,000 resources. They
were implemented in 1999 as a final deliverable of the CABRI EU project. Catalogues are submitted in a standard format for implementation in a common SRS site.
Much more information exist on these micro-organisms and both CABRI and
GCM offer links to external resources, including PubMed, for literature, and the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA), for sequences. Other systems, such as StrainInfo
[3] (http://www.straininfo.net/), can offer useful information about strains.
The Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure (MIRRI) is a recently funded European infrastructure, still in its preparatory phase [4] (http://www.mirri.org/). One of
its workpackages aims at defining methods for improving the quantity and quality of
information on microbial resources, designing a new portal for the distribution of

collections’ catalogues, and assessing best ways to improve interoperability with other
databases, so that improved software in critical domains, like health and environment,
may be developed by leveraging on the future MIRRI information system.
Indeed, a new generation of software able to improve interoperability of biomedical information systems would be useful to support advanced research. Software
technologies like Web Services and Workflow Management Systems are being increasingly adopted [5,6,7,8]. To this aim, CABRI Web Services (CABRI-WS) [9]
(http://bioinformatics.istge.it/ibws/doc_cabri.html) and the Microbiological Common
Language (MCL), an XML based data exchange format for microbiological information [10] (http://www.straininfo.net/projects/mcl) may be essential components for
biological resources. CABRI-WS are included in the IST Bioinformatics Web Services (IBWS) that were deployed at the National Cancer Research Institute of Genoa,
now IRCCS AOU San Martino IST. IBWS also include SWS (SRS by Web Services),
that allow to query databases included in SRS sites, and TP53 Web Services, that
retrieve data from an SRS implementation of the IARC TP53 Mutation Database.
Here, we introduce some of the on-going improvements of CABRI Web Services.
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Methods

Distinct WS are available for each biological resource type in CABRI: bacteria and
archaea strains, filamentous fungi strains, yeasts strains, plasmids, phages, and human
and animal cell lines. Resources can be searched by name, identifier or using free text.
Two types of services were implemented: i) searching for name or free text and returning IDs, and ii) searching for an ID and returning full records. The output consists
in the contents of CABRI catalogues, formatted as flat files (see Box 1).
Strain_number LMG 1(t1)
Other_collection_numbers CCUG 34964; NCIB 12128
Restrictions Biohazard group 1
Organism_type Bacteria
Name Phyllobacterium myrsinacearum, (ex Knösel 1962) Knösel 1984VL
emend. Mergaert, Cnockaert and Swings 2002 VP
Infrasubspecific_names Status History <- 1973, D.Knösel (Phyllobacterium rubiacearum)
Conditions_for_growth Medium 1, 25C
Form_of_supply Dried
Isolated_from Pavetta zimmermannia
Geographic_origin Germany, Stuttgart-Hohenheim
Remarks Stable colony type isolated from LMG 1. Type strain of
Phyllobacterium rubiacearum. See also Agrobacterium sp. LMG 1(t2)

Box 1. CABRI original flat file format for LMG 1(t1)

CABRI-WS were deployed by using Soaplab, a tool able to provide programmatic
access to local, command-line applications and to the contents of ordinary web pages,
whose only requirements are Apache Tomcat with the Axis toolkit and a Java Virtual
Machine. In Soaplab, new Web Services are added to the system by defining simple

descriptions of related execution commands. These are written in the AJAX Command Definition (ACD) language. CABRI WS can be accessed through any WSDLSOAP compliant software, including the Taverna Workbench.
CABRI-WS improvements are aimed at: i) extending returned information, ii)
adopting MCL for data exchange, iii) implementing REST based Web Services.
We are extending information returned by CABRI-WS by adding data that is available in CCINFO, a directory of culture collections provided by the World Data Center
for Microorganism (WDCM), Straininfo, and some reference information systems.
MCL is able to represent the contents of CABRI catalogues, with a greater precision
and it may be used for the output of the new CABRI-WS. See examples in Box 2.
Due to the extension of CABRI-WS data, a revision of MCL may be needed.
(a)
<mcl:BCR>
<mcl:WDCMNumber>296</mcl:WDCMNumber>
<mcl:fullName>Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms/
LMG Bacteria Colletion</mcl:fullName>
<mcl:acronym>LMG or BCCM/LMG</mcl:acronym>
</mcl:BCR>
(b)
<mcl:Culture>
<mcl:strainNumber>LMG 1(t1)</mcl:strainNumber>
<!-- Strain number from Cabri -->
<mcl:otherStrainNumber>CCUG 34964</mcl:otherStrainNumber>
<!-- Strain number from Cabri -->
<mcl:otherStrainNumber>NCIB 12128</mcl:otherStrainNumber>
<!-- Strain number from straininfo.net -->
<mcl:otherStrainNumber>CECT 4452</mcl:otherStrainNumber>
<!-- Strain number from straininfo.net -->

Box 2. Information on the BRC from CCINFO (a) and extended information on other
strain numbers from Strainfo (b), both excerted from the oputput fomatted with MCL.

Web Service
getCataloguesList
getCatalogue
getData

Output
List of catalogues
List of all strains in
a given catalogue
Query catalogues

Call (prefix http://www.cabri.org/cws/)
getCataloguesList/views
getCatalogue/views? name=CABI_BACT
getData/views?resname=bacillus subtilis

Table 1. Summary of REST Web Services

The REST standard has proven to be both effective and simple to adopt. Improved
CABRI-WS are being implemented through this standard. To this aim, the WS will be
implemented through an Apache web server. Scripts are presently being written in
python. In Table 1, a summary of available WS is shown. More information is being
made available on-line at http://bioinformatics.istge.it/ibws/rest.html.
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Conclusion

We have presented the main improvements of CABRI WS which are being carried
out in the context of the MIRRI project. The new WS include an extended contents,
by incorporating data from other information systems. A REST interface is being built
and will flank the current SOAP one. The search and retrieval approaches reproduce
the features of the standard web interface. The output is based on the MCL language
for representation and exchange of microbiological information. These improvements
are aimed at simplifying and making interoperability of microbial information more
effective, which is one of the main aims of the MIRRI project.
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